Taylor Swift Talks Kanye West,
#SquadGoals And Calvin Harris in
‘Vogue’
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Can you tell this is T-Swift?
The “New Romantics” singer got quite the makeover on the May Issue
of Vogue magazine. The photo shoot is said to be a tribute to Hedi Slimane, the
former creative director of Saint Laurent Paris.
Related: Taylor Swift Gushes Over ‘Adam’ At The iHeartRadio Music Awards

Taylor Swift‘s personal style has definitely evolved over the past few years, and on
May 2, the 26-year-old will bring her fashion game to new heights when she cochairs the Metropolitan Museum of Art Costume Institute’s 2016 Gala for the
exhibition “Manus x Machina: Fashion in an Age of Technology.”
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Swift talks to the magazine about how her style has evolved since stepping into the
spotlight back in 2006: “I can look back at an old photo and tell you roughly what
year it’s from. Going through different phases is one of my favorite things about
fashion. I love how it can mark the passage of time. It’s similar to my songs in that
way—it all helps identify where I was at in different points of my life.”
Related: Taylor Swift And Calvin Harris Take An Adorable Tropical Vacation
The “Shake It Off” singer opens up about having “no idea” what she will do next
for both fashion and music: “This is the first time in 10 years that I haven’t known.
I just decided that after the past year, with all of the unbelievable things that
happened…I decided I was going to live my life a little bit without the pressure on
myself to create something.”

The pop singer adds: “I’m always going to be writing songs. The thing is, with me,
I could very well come up with three things in the next two weeks and then jump
back into the studio, and all of a sudden the next record is started. That’s an option,
too.”
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In the interview, she also opens up about spending more time with her DJ and
producer boyfriend, Calvin Harris: “I’m just taking things as they come. I’m in a
magical relationship right now. And of course I want it to be ours, and low-key…
This is the one thing that’s been mine about my personal life.”
Related: Taylor Swift And Calvin Harris Celebrate Their One-Year Anniversary
Swift has also been making many fans envious of her #squadgoals, bringing her
besties on stage during her tour, flaunting pictures on Instagram, and
showcasing her squad at award shows. Many people were wondering how authentic
and real those relationships were. Taylor states: “Ugh. I’ve had people say really
hurtful things about me, and so I’ve kind of learned how to gauge it: ‘This is, like,
low-to-medium-level hurtful.’”

The singer-songwriter added: “If the rumour is that you have fake friendships, all
you have to do is continue to be there for each other. And when we’re all friends in
15 years and raising our kids together, maybe somebody will look back and go,
‘That was kind of ridiculous what we said about Taylor and her friends.'”
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The pop star also made headlines when she made a dig at Kanye West during
her Grammy’s acceptance speech. But, the singer addresses that her speech was
more than just her beef with the Life of Pablo rapper.
Related: Taylor Swift Is Getting Her Own Mobile Game
“I guess what I wanted to call attention to in my speech at the Grammys was how
it’s going to be difficult if you’re a woman who wants to achieve something in her
life—no matter what.” She also adds that she’s over the whole feud: “I think the
world is so bored with the saga. I don’t want to add anything to it, because then
there’s just more.”
What do you think of Taylor Swift’s unique cover? Tweet us your thoughts
at @popandpress.

